Tele-ophthalmology via stereoscopic digital imaging: a pilot project.
Diabetic eye disease is present in remote communities across Canada. A pilot study was designed to assess the feasibility of stereoscopic digital imaging to identify levels of diabetic retinopathy via teleophthalmology. Diabetic patients were assessed for diabetic retinopathy by seven field stereoscopic digital imaging through a dilated pupil. Images were transferred by satellite to a tertiary eye center for review by a retinal specialist. Images were viewed stereoscopically on a video monitor, with grading of all images using a modified Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) classification. Patients found to have treatable diabetic retinopathy were transferred to a tertiary eye center for assessment and treatment by a retinal specialist. One hundred patients (199 eyes) had stereoscopic digital imaging of the retina. Microaneurysms were identified in 70 eyes, hard exudates in 31 eyes. Two eyes were identified with neovascularization of the disc (NVD) and 15 eyes with clinically significant macular edema (CSME). All eyes identified by stereoscopic digital imaging with treatable disease were confirmed by clinical examination with contact lens biomicroscopy. Stereoscopic digital imaging of the retina enables the identification of diabetic retinopathy. Further research is needed to delineate the sensitivity and specificity of stereoscopic digital imaging when compared to slide film and clinical examination.